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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS continued �� !"#$%  �

Market and Product Development continued
Leadframe Division

Thanks to increased market demands, capacity expansion and

operational improvements in both our new China stamped

frames factory and Singapore etched frames plant, ASM

generated a 31.2% gain in leadframe turnover last year,

achieving US$74.1 million leadframe revenue representing

15.1% of the Group’s total sales.  This compares favourably

with the SEMI January 2005 report estimating the leadframe

industry to have grown 14.3% in 2004, and is evidence of our

progress in strengthening our leadframe market position

through strategic realignment.

Super fine pitch etching and stamping, precision plating and

bleed control, moisture sensitivity level MSL = 1 and the

continued drive for cost reduction pose challenges to our

leadframe business, demanding concerted development efforts

and capital investment in more capable machinery. However,

the migration to lead-free electronics and QFN packaging

represent real opportunities for ASM.  Palladium-plated

leadframes have facilitated our market penetration into

strategic integrated device manufacturers (IDMs), while we have

leveraged on our total packaging solution and etching know-

how to build a strong market position on QFN frames.

New strip plating machines to support our etched frames will be

installed in the first six months of 2005.  Thereafter, we will

equip our Malaysian plant with stamping capabilities to be

close to some of our target stamped frames customers in

Malaysia and Singapore.  Concurrently, we also aim at

broadening our product offerings with fine pitch, high leadcount

TQFP and power leadframes from our China factory, generating

higher business volume to shoulder the necessary overhead.

Capacity and Plant Development

To cope with the soaring demands during the first six months of

2004, we increased our production manpower and made major

purchases of CNC machines for our China factory.  As a result,

capital investment in 2004 amounted to HK$299.8 million, in

line with the revised budget announced in July.

Our 280,000 sq.ft. Malaysian factory in Pasir Gudang, Johor

Bahru was completed according to plan.  We relocated our

machine part production and post-plating operation to this new

plant at the beginning of the year.  It is our intention to further

extend our Malaysian plant’s capabilities to cover both design

and manufacturing activities supporting our Singapore factory.

We have budgeted HK$200 million for capacity and plant

development in 2005.  Similar to the previous year, this will be

used for acquiring new analytical equipment, hardware and

software to support R&D, logistics and information systems,

stamping presses and dies, plating lines and post-plating

set-up, CNC machinery for producing parts, and in addition,

fund the remaining investments going into our recently

available Malaysian plant.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS continued �� !"#$%  �

Research and Development

The electronics industry is characterized by its continuous drive

for greater miniaturization, faster speed, more efficient electrical

and thermal performances, and higher functionalities with lower

cost for each new generation of product.  To support device

manufacturers meeting these challenges, equipment suppliers

increasingly have to deliver customized solutions that answer to

the end users’ specific needs.  ASM now has multiple platforms

in practically every major equipment category:  die bonder, wire

bonder, flip chip bonder, encapsulation, ball placement,

package singulation and test handler.

Companies in the equipment industry compete not only on

current product offerings but also in innovation rate and time-to-

market of new and better products.  To ensure the long term

success of the Company and to come up with more products

fulfilling customers’ diversified needs, we have enlarged our

research and development team based in Hong Kong and

Singapore to approximately 600 people.  In 2004, our net R&D

expenditure also increased by 20.3% to HK$262.6 million

(2003: HK$218.4 million), representing 8.1% of our equipment

sales and in line with our R&D funding guidelines.

Drawing on ASM’s advanced enabling technologies such as

motion control, vision systems, optics, materials and reliability,

our product development strategies are polarized into on the

one hand a relentless drive for superior performance – higher

speed, more capable process, improved reliability and user-

friendliness – and on the other for customized solutions

combining lower cost, lower output and smaller footprint,

multiple-chip attachment, ultra-thin or transparent epoxy

encapsulation, wafer level package handling, etc.  To fulfil the

former, we have in the pipeline a series of die, wire and flip chip

bonders, and package singulation systems to be launched later

this year.  As for the latter, we have either completed or are

further developing additional equipment for image sensor,

photonic devices, smart cards, high brightness LED, RFID,

SIP, MCM, WLP, etc.  It is ASM’s firm belief – validated by our

history – that a strong portfolio of world-class products is key to

staying ahead in this dynamic industry.
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Financial

Riding on increased demands for assembly equipment and

leadframes in 2004, ASM expanded its turnover 47.0% to

US$491.6 million and achieved 87.1% earnings growth, with

earnings in excess of HK$1 billion.  Even though the turnover

and the spectrum of ASM products expands year on year, we

only needed to slightly increase (4.8% or HK$25.3 million) our

total inventory to HK$554.8 million in 2004, attaining a record

inventory turnover of 7.06 times.  Receivables have been closely

monitored, resulting in 57.0 days sales outstanding.  Bad debt

exposure, if any, is immaterial and well covered by provisions

made in conformity with the Company’s policy.  As such, an

impressive cash conversion cycle of 119.9 days, a free cash

flow of HK$957.6 million and a return on invested capital of

67.2% were achieved in 2004.

Notwithstanding that HK$706.9 million was paid as dividends,

HK$42.5million was spent in repurchase of 1,548,000 shares

of Company shares and HK$299.8 million spent in capital

investments during the twelve-month period, cash on hand as

of 31 December 2004 was increased by 48.8% to HK$763.4

million  (2003:HK$513.1 million), with the majority of the

capital investments being funded by the current year’s

depreciation of HK$182.1 million.

With no bank borrowing either for short or long term, ASM

achieved an all bank debt to equity ratio of zero and no gearing

for the Group, essentially the same situation as during the past

few years.  Due to low interest rates in recent times, net interest

income only amounted to HK$7.9 million for the year.  With

rigorous control over our current assets and liabilities,

the current ratio stood comfortably at 3.47.  The Group’s

shareholders’ funds increased 13.7% to HK$2,177.5 million as

of 31 December 2004 (2003: HK$1,915.7 million).  Order

backlog amounted to US$63 million on the same date.

ASM’s strong financial position is the result of our consistently

profitable and cash-generating business performance in past

years, as well as our conservative fiscal policy, prudent

investment planning and strict working capital management.

With no short term need for major cash outlay while we

continue our organic growth strategy, we aim to continue our

policy of operating the Group with the optimum shareholder

fund and returning any excessive cash holdings to our

shareholders.
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